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Wednesday, December 2 – Sunday, December 6, 2015
Miami Beach, Florida
Miami Beach, FL, June 9, 2015 – UNTITLED., the international art fair held
in Miami Beach, is pleased to announce new members to the 2015 team
for its fourth edition with dates of December 2-6, 2015.

UNTITLED. returns to its location on South Beach at Ocean Drive and 12th
Street with another edition of the curated art fair featuring international
galleries and nonprofit art spaces with a focus on emerging and midcareer
contemporary art.
Founded by Jeff Lawson in New York in partnership with Alan G.
Randolph in Miami, UNTITLED. welcomes back its curatorial team, led by
Artistic Director Omar López-Chahoud, with curators Christophe Boutin
and Melanie Scarciglia, co-founders of the distinguished publishing
houses onestar press and Three Star Books in Paris.
UNTITLED. is pleased to announce several new additions to the team
whose combined knowledge, background and enthusiasm will contribute
to the fair’s progress and ongoing status as an innovative and thoughtful
approach to the art fair experience.
Madeline C. Madrigal previously worked with MoMA PS1’s Live
Programming team producing Sunday Sessions, a weekly presentation of
live contemporary art performance. She joins the UNTITLED. team as
Exhibitor Relations Associate where her production skills will help
provide a considered and seamless participation for exhibitors.
Amanda Schmitt comes to UNTITLED. as Director of Programming and
Development with extensive curatorial and gallery experience. She
worked as Associate Director of Marlborough Chelsea developing the
exhibition program for their Lower East Side gallery, and held director
positions at several galleries in New York. Schmitt has also organized
numerous performances and programs at exhibition spaces around the
world. She will focus on cultivating strong collector relations and
developing innovative programming for this year’s fair.
Jeffrey Walkowiak brings over fifteen years of professional arts
experience and communication expertise to the UNTITLED. team. Formerly
an Account Director at the PR firm Blue Medium, he also obtains
comprehensive gallery experience as former director of several
distinguished New York-based galleries. He is UNTITLED.’s Director of
Communications and will also contribute to broadening the fair’s growing
collector base.
For the fourth year, UNTITLED. will be situated directly on the beach
providing a distinct fair experience with natural light and ocean views.
UNTITLED.’s temporary pavilion and floor plan is designed by architecture
firm K/R, under the direction of John Keenen, and emphasizes its
curatorial vision to best present its international exhibitors and
programming. Additionally, the fair’s design offers a compelling approach

to the art fair layout by thoughtfully positioning international galleries and
not-for-profit spaces together.
UNTITLED. will continue to present a dynamic program of events
consisting of conversations, performances and special presentations as
part of its 2015 edition. The full list of exhibitors and programming will be
announced in September 2015.
General Information:
UNTITLED. 2015 will take place Wednesday, December 2 – Sunday,
December 6, at Ocean Drive and 12th Street, Miami Beach, Florida
For further information, visit the new UNTITLED. website: www.artuntitled.com
Follow us on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter using #untitledartfair
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